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WikipediaIf you intend to get an online science degree—chemistry, biology, anatomy, physics, health sciences, engineering or environmental studies—you need to complete one or more online science labs. In the past any online degree program offering major laboratory sciences, or major applied sciences such as chemical engineering, requires students to
take courses on campus, often through summer residency or weekend studies. Today, a new generation of laboratory science courses are available online, many of which involve home lab kits or virtual simulations. Several online science courses also allow students to remotely access laboratory microscopes and machines through the online web browser
interface to analyze specimens or complex program machines to test things like viscosity or surgical techniques. Advances in Internet connection and the development of virtual laboratory kits make it possible for geeks and science nerds to get their degrees online even in subjects depending on laboratories such as Chemistry. Online Science Course with
Lab1. Oregon State University eCampus Chemical Course OnlineThis great state university offers General Chemistry I and II with laboratories suitable for engineering, pharmacy, chemistry, nursing and biological majors. They also offer Organic Chemistry suitable for medical science principals such as pre-med, dental and pharmacy as well as major
chemical engineering. 2. CalCampus Computer Assisted Learning CenterThis private companies do not offer degrees but do not offer regionally accredited college courses online that can be used towards a degree or professional licensing requirement for nurses, pharmacists and nutritionists. CalCampus offers biological online courses I and II with
laboratories as well as College I Chemistry, II with laboratories. Others are difficult to find courses with attractive laboratory components to nurses and medical professionals including Microbiology, and Anatomy and Physiology I and II. 3. Georgia eCore Chemical College System with GeorgiaThe State Lab OnlineThe system has partnered with eCore, a
personal entity, to offer Chemistry I, II with laboratory components. These courses are approved for the laboratory's main and are designed to meet the assertiveness needed for the main science as well as pre-med and health principals. Forensic Science Online LabsApplied science majors, such as forensic science, now offers online virtual laboratories and
crime-solving kits that allow students to rebuild and analyze events such as blood splatter or deviation. The home lab kit allows students to set up simulated crime scenes to learn how to diagnose criminal sites and collect clues. 3 Rules for Choosing your Online Science Lab Il. Chemistry, or you are working towards a pre-professional degree in preparation
for a medical, dental or nursing school, make sure that science courses with virtual laboratories are acceptable to your degree school. You. College requires so-called wet labs or hands in laboratories and will not accept virtual labs regardless of its constlinership. Make sure any course you take meets your profession's requirements for licensing. For
example, if you need to take laboratory science to become an LPN or RN (nurse) make sure you understand and meet the course requirements enforced by your licensing agency. There are many online course companies. If you need an online science course with a lab to meet degree requirements or professional licensing requirements ensuring that your
courses are provided to be recognized by regional agencies. If the course is not recognised the credit you earn cannot be transferred towards a degree or meet the licensing rules. About The Author: Vicky Phillips was quoted in 2009 by the US News &amp; World Report as a 20-year leading consumer advocate for online college students. In 1989, he
designed america's first online counselling centre for long-distance students in AOL. In 1998, he wrote the first print guide for an online graduate degree - the Best Distance Learning Graduate School issued by the Princeton Review. In 2001, he wrote Don't Be Too Late to Learn adult student Guides to Colleges. Some students believe that online high
schools will offer fewer course options. At James Madison High School, students are offered many different online high school programs. In fact, due to the benefits of online learning, online courses can often provide a better overall experience! When it comes to science, there is no single learning rate. Some students will find one unit very simple, while
another unit is very difficult. The problem is, when you learn in the classroom, there is generally only one speed. The teacher goes straight to the next section at the same rate regardless of whether you fully understand the material or not. Fortunately, when it comes to online learning, there is more flexibility in setting your own pace. You can work ahead and
equip units faster, or you can slow down and take some extra time to study topics that prove difficult. This self-directed learning can be a big help when studying tough topics such as science. Online biological courses can go a long way in helping you understand the basics of science. Your online biological course will feature many units, videos, e-Books, and
other ingredients that will help you learn about biology. Topics include human physiology, microorganisms, plants, animals, genetics, and other topics. Perhaps the biggest misconception about online learning is that you will miss all the fun science experiments. Not with James Madison's High School Biology Laboratory. Many students will tell you that the
best part about science does hands-on experiments. Fortunately, with our Biological Laboratory Kit course, you can conduct experiments from safety your own home! Among other things, you will have the opportunity to dissuade frogs, learn about animal populations, flower structures, and genotypes and phenotypes. By taking the Online Biological
Laboratory Kit course, you will also get good knowledge of running science experiments. You'll generate laboratory reports based on results you met during your science experiments. This laboratory report, along with mid-term and final exams, will be the basis for your grades. Online biological courses can only be what you need to open up your scientific
ambitions. At James Madison High School, your scientific journey will be full and exciting. Sign up today! +100Join Yahoo Answers and get 100 points today. Terms‧Privation‧ AdChoices‧RSSS‧HelpAbout Answers‧Link Community Guide‧Leaderboard‧Reach Partners‧Points &amp; LevelsSend Feedback‧ Hey guys! So, I'm in 11th grade now
almost through my second semester. Next year in Grade 12 i needs to start applying to university and it seems unis see your 11 grade score for early admission. My grade 11 biology sign is bad at all (i got 78%) So I thought about taking a biological 12th grade in the summer at school online so the way they wont see my grade 11 bio markIs is this good
idea?? Apart from the bio of each other subject I have a 87%-95% okay. BUt i plans to apply to health sciences/life at UofT, Mcgill, waterloo or Mcmaster but with grade 11, 78% i do not know if they will accept me in early admission. Do men please help me! It would be fine if I took a 12-bio grade online? Do I do to get at least 90%? Is it really hard??
Answer +100Join Yahoo Answers and get 100 points today. Terms‧Privation‧AdChoices‧RSS‧HelpAbout Answers‧Link Community Guide‧Leaderboard‧Knowledge Partners‧Points &amp; LevelsSend Feedback‧ I asked as I tried to get 30 credits that could be transferred to my own, so I can apply to my four credits First Summer Semester: PreCalculus Trigonometry Second Summer Semester: Statistic 1 I might do it at university, but with both having a lab, I won't be able to work as much, to keep the car to commute to university, which is why I think online... Anyone with experience with this? I know it's a lot cramming, but can it be managed? Do you do well? Don't do courses online. Most, if not all,
medical schools do not give credit for prerequisites taken online. They asked. Usually they call it such as distance learning. Don't they just know if it's saying long-distance education or if classes are online? If it doesn't show, is it wrong to say I'm taking it in class or would they call school? I'm curious about this as well. I have taken English and U.S. history
prerequisites online, as this is required by my CC to get my Associate in Science. I will advise a way from the online classes as well as math. You still need to attend the lab personally to be a legitimate science/laboratory credit, right? Last edited: Jul 6, 2015 I'm curious about this as well. I have taken English and U.S. history prerequisites online, as this is
required by my CC to get my Associate in Science. I would advise per secondary from online science classes as well as mathematics. You still need to attend the lab personally to be a legitimate science/laboratory credit, right? Actually for Mathematics courses and online laboratories, I don't know about online science, but my chemistry, but it's intro without a
lab. Also, because you get your associates in science, do you take everything you science preqs in two years? If you look at these threads this is what I take and hopefully transfer with 30 transferable minimum credit requirements in the NC. If I don't then I don't really know if I want to take another pre-req here. Last edited: Jan 17, 2012 The only one
considered online if his online degree. If it is 'I-course it looks the same as the normal class on your transcript. So whether I take pre-req online or shouldn't it be a problem as long as can be done well, right? I took a calculus online because I worked full-time in the summer and it didn't appear as an online course on my university transcript. Also keep in mind
that all CC courses will affect your university's GPA so make sure you do well in it. I took a calculus online because I worked full-time in the summer and it didn't appear as an online course on my university transcript. Also keep in mind that all CC courses will affect your university's GPA so make sure you do well in it. I accounted for II online in the summer on
my 4year ug. It is inhaled, but can be done. We had to take the test in the classroom though - so it was halfway classes/half real. Quite similar, I need to get 60 credits at my CC to earn a degree. So I plan to take Bio1/2 Chem1/2 and maybe psychic before I move out. Here's what I saw to complete before moving to VCU Oh you live in the VA.. Nice. Im will
email UNC and NCSU about my classes and to see if I will be sure in schools. If they say I need more, then I might just get my associates for a paramedic program and start fresh for a degree at one of the schools. I just don't want to take too much pre-req and be curled up by adcoms. Friends in Science I may see but I won't take any prejudice and hopefully
finish the Bio degree in 3 years (2 years for pre-reward and 1 year for some upper Bio classes, because I will most likely need them to graduate. I have to talk to an adviser just to make sure everything, it's a big drawback to the CC. Nobody seems very much I should probably check in with the school I'd like to attend for 2 years following the CC and see what
they want. I have to talk to an adviser just to make sure everything, that's a big drawback to the CC. Nobody seems very helpful, I might have to sign in with the school I'd like to attend for 2 years following the CC and see what they want. The CC is the worst. I was almost in my 3rd week without my financial help. meaning no books yet ... The CC is the worst.
I was almost in my 3rd week without my financial help. meaning no books yet ... I guess you, fortunately I got all my help issues resolved last semester so it smoothly sailed this time around. Hopefully everything works for you. I feel like the world is against me, but it just motivates me more to succeed on this whole thing. I guess you, fortunately I got all my
help issues resolved last semester so it smoothly sailed this time around. Hopefully everything works for you. I feel like the world is against me, but it just motivates me more to succeed on this whole thing. Agree. Don't they just know if it's saying long-distance education or if classes are online? If it doesn't show, is it wrong to say I'm taking it in class or would
they call school? Well, some specialized medical school secondary asks you to tell them about any class taken online. Technically it will lie down if you take the course online and not tell them, but I'm not sure if/how they will find out. Perhaps it's not the risk you want to take, though. Many schools make you re-enter all your pre-req (or all your classes) in their
middle and then have a little box you should click on if it's an online course. I would call the schools you plan to apply, just to be safe. Most online information is misleading or conflicting. Also, I don't see a point in getting an Associates degree. Unless you have a real reason to get it, I wouldn't recommend getting it. My mother (who went to medical school
about 20 years ago, so things might be different but probably not) got her Associate's degree before transferring to university, and some medical schools actually underestimated her. Objectively it shouldn't be a negative thing, but it draws attention to the fact that you went to community colleges before university, and ADCOM members are old and don't like
that. Also, I don't see a point in getting an Associates degree. Unless you have a real reason to get it, I wouldn't recommend getting it. My mother (who went to medical school about 20 years ago, so things might be different but probably not) got her Associate's degree before transferring to university, and some medical schools actually underestimated her.
Objectively it shouldn't be a negative thing, but it draws attention to the fact that you went to community college before university, and some ADCOM ADCOM is old-fashioned and doesn't like that. I've never seen it this way, it's something to think about. Thanks for that. I've never seen it this way, it's something to think about. Thanks for that. Yes, it really
surprised me when I heard about it. Keep in mind that 20 years ago and hopefully the adcom member with that mind has retired–but you never know my Di CC, online classes don't say online. In fact, there are some sections. Some are personally, so even if schools are calling for questions about it, they also have to ask what part I have, and in all honesty, I
don't think any school will do that. The only time online rotates you is when it says it's online on transcripts. Well, some specialized medical school secondary asks you to tell them about any class taken online. Technically it will lie down if you take the course online and not tell them, but I'm not sure if/how they will find out. Perhaps it's not the risk you want to
take, though. Many schools make you re-enter all your pre-req (or all your classes) in their middle and then have a little box you should click on if it's an online course. I would call the schools you plan to apply, just to be safe. Most online information is misleading or conflicting. Also, I don't see a point in getting an Associates degree. Unless you have a real
reason to get it, I wouldn't recommend getting it. My mother (who went to medical school about 20 years ago, so things might be different but probably not) got her Associate's degree before transferring to university, and some medical schools actually underestimated her. Objectively it shouldn't be a negative thing, but it draws attention to the fact that you go
to community college before university, and some ADCOM members are old and don't like that. So they just asked if they were pre-req online? What about the English classes I took online would they? Or do they list all your classes and you check who are online? So they just asked if they were pre-req online? What about the English classes I took online
would they? Or do they list all your classes and you check who are online? Here's one of the examples I can remember, SUNY Downstate. I use this school for example because most others wouldn't let me see my secondary again. So, yes you have to tell them about any pre-req and English courses taken online. It looks like they're still likely to give you
credit for online classes, but you'll need to include a course description. Here's one of the examples I can remember, SUNY Downstate. I use this school for example because most other schools won't let me see my secondary again. So, yes you have to tell them about any pre-req and English courses taken online. It looks like they're still likely to give you for
online classes, but you need to enter a course description. Thanks for this! I guess 1/10 isn't bad. Bad.
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